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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are a data scientist using Azure Machine Learning Studio.
You need to normalize values to produce an output column into
bins to predict a target column.
Solution: Apply a Quantiles binning mode with a PQuantile
normalization.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A
Explanation:
Use the Entropy MDL binning mode which has a target column.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studiomodule-reference/group-data-into-bins

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician would like to limit computer access to certain
users. Which of the following should be configured?
A. Advanced security
B. Local security policy
C. System configuration
D. Boot.ini file
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
contoso.com. The forest contains a single domain. All domain
controllers run Windows Server 2012.
The domain contains two domain controllers. The domain
controllers are configured as shown in the following table.
Active Directory Recycle Bin is enabled.
You discover that a support technician accidentally removed 100
users from an Active Directory group named Group1 an hour ago.
You need to restore the membership of Group1.
What should you do?
A. Perform tombstone reanimation.

B. Modify the is Deleted attribute of Group1.
C. Apply a virtual machine snapshot to VM1.
D. Export and import data by using Dsamain.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Active Directory provides a mechanism for restoring a tombstone
back into a normal object. This is effectively an undelete
function for deleted objects. The function is a specially
formed LDAP modify operation that must include two specific
attribute modifications: it must remove the isDeleted attribute
(not just set it to FALSE) and it must move the object to
another container by changing the object's distinguishedName.
The new distinguishedName typically (but not necessarily) uses
the lastKnownParent attribute as the container and keeps the
same RDN minus the \0ADEL:&lt;objectGUID&gt; component that
Active Directory added when it created the tombstone.
Note:
*When deleting an object, Active Directory will not actually
delete that object immediately (in most cases) but rather it
will keep it for a period of time as a tombstone object. This
means it will remove some of its attributes, add the
isDeleted=True attribute, and place the object in the Deleted
Object container.
*Tombstone reanimation (which has nothing to do with zombies)
provides the only way to recover deleted objects without taking
a DC offline, and it's the only way to recover a deleted
object's identity information, such as its objectGUID and
objectSid attributes. It neatly solves the problem of
recreating a deleted user or group and having to fix up all the
old access control list (ACL) references, which contain the
objectSid of the deleted object. Just keep in mind that
tombstone reanimation does have its own limitations, which I
will discuss, so you'll still want to keep authoritative
restores in your box of tricks.
*Restoring an object in Active Directory Recycle Bin to Restore
A Deleted Object
In the management console, go to Tools &gt; Active Directory
Administrative Center Click the Deleted Objects folder Search
the list of deleted objects for the object that needs to be
restored. Right-click the selected object and select Restore
from the shortcut menu.
Reference: Step-By-Step: Utilizing Active Directory Recycle Bin
to Restore A Deleted Object
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